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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Ancient Church of
Scotland: A History of the Cathedrals, Conventual Foundations, Collegiate Churches, and Hospitals
of Scotland It has long been a matter of extreme surprise to thoughtful minds that Scotland, to a
proverb jealous of her nationality and proud of her ancient lineage, in which, as in many other
matters affecting the past, her temper is eminently conservative, yet can be so indifferent to the
sacred reliques of her national art, and neglect the precious heirlooms of this kind transmitted to
the present time. The true reason is, that the popular mind has been sedulously educated to regard
such remains as monuments of idolatry and superstition; and in fact they have ceased to occupy a
prominent position in the ordinary descriptions of the country, which is represented to strangers as
full of noble salmon streams, heathery moors, gorse-clad, robed in purple and gold, and rich in
game; stern, silent mountains full of a grand, grave beauty, chains of broad steel-grey lakes, quiet
glens, brawling burns, thunderous waterfalls, rugged coasts and island-studded seas; but...
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These types of publication is the ideal ebook readily available. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an extremely simple way
and it is just following i finished reading through this publication in which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Lur a  Jenkins-- Ms. Lur a  Jenkins

Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin-- Leila ni Rippin
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